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ABSTRACT The minimal requirements of a physics-based potential that can refine protein structures are the existence of a
correlation between the energy with native similarity and the scoring of the native structure as the lowest in energy. To develop
such a force field, the relative weights of the Amber ff03 all-atom potential supplemented by an explicit hydrogen-bond potential
were adjusted by global optimization of energetic and structural criteria for a large set of protein decoys generated for a set of 58
nonhomologous proteins. The average correlation coefficient of the energy with TM-score significantly improved from 0.25 for
the original ff03 potential to 0.65 for the optimized force field. The fraction of proteins for which the native structure had lowest
energy increased from 0.22 to 0.90. Moreover, use of an explicit hydrogen-bond potential improves scoring performance of the
force field. Promising preliminary results were obtained in applying the optimized potentials to refine protein decoys using only
an energy criterion to choose the best decoy among sampled structures. For a set of seven proteins, 63% of the decoys
improve, 18% get worse, and 19% are not changed.

INTRODUCTION

Two of the major unsolved problems in protein structure

prediction involve the scoring of decoy structures, such that

the most native-like structure is selected on the basis of its

energy, and the refinement of low-resolution protein models

to higher accuracy atomic models (1). In practice, the correct

scoring of decoys is a less complex task than their systematic

refinement (2). Indeed, for a significant fraction of tested

proteins, many potentials correctly identify the native struc-

ture as having the lowest energy among decoys (3–10).

However, only very rarely is there a correlation between en-

ergy and native similarity (11). For such typical predictions,

this correlation is necessary for choosing the decoy closest to

the native structure on the basis of its energy and most likely

represents the physically realistic situation.

The refinement of low-resolution predicted models with a

backbone root mean-square deviation (RMSD) from the na-

tive structure of ;6 Å to high-resolution all-atom structures

whose RMSD is,2 Å has proven to be an extremely difficult

task. The solution to this problem has become more essential

with the improvement of protein structure prediction meth-

ods. State of the art structure prediction procedures, including

TASSER (11,12),ROSETTA (13),PCONS (14),3D-SHOTGUN
(15), and CABS (16), generate approximately correct struc-

tures for a significant fraction of protein sequences for which

a weakly homologous structure is available in the Protein

Data Bank (PDB) (17). For example, in a benchmark test for

proteins covering the PDB below 35% sequence identity,

TASSER was able to predict models with an RMSD ,6.5 Å

for;70% of single domain proteins,200 residues in length,

and;60% of proteins of,300 residues. However, for many

important applications, such as detailed studies of interac-

tions, molecular mechanisms, ligand screening, and drug de-

sign, more accurate structures at atomic detail are required.

For structure refinement to be routine, the correlation of

energy with native-likeness has to be satisfied not only for the

ranking of decoys generated in an extrinsic procedure by a

different energy function but also for the collection of struc-

tures generated when the energy function drives the search.

As previously demonstrated (2), the apparent correlation of

energy versus native-likeness observed for one potential

when the decoys are generated with another potential is often

an artifact of decoy preparation. Native structures are compact

with well-minimized distances and angles. Decoy structures

not only aremisfolded but often contain unrealistic side-chain

conformations with much worse packing than experimental

structures. When decoys and native structures are only min-

imized before energy comparison, the main challenge for a

scoring function is to recognize the most compact and best-

packed structure, rather than the native fold.

When all the structures are well relaxed with the scoring

potential, before energy comparison, the differences in com-

pactness and packing disappear, and it becomes a significant

challenge to select the native-like structure from the sea of

alternatives (2). For a set of 150 proteins, we have shown

using the Amber ff99 potential (18,19) and decoys obtained

with the TASSER force field (11,12) that a weak correlation

(;0.4 on average) of the energy with TM-score (a measure of

structural similarity that ranges from 0 to 1.0 for identical

structures with a value of 0.3 for the best structural alignment

of a pair of randomly related structures) is observed only for

the initial set of decoys (2). Using the initial set of decoys as

starting structures, after running a molecular dynamics (MD)

search with the ff99 potential, this correlation decreases
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during the course of the simulation and is lost completely after

a longer search, revealing the inherent flatness of the sampled

potential. Similarly, the ability of the ff99 potential to rank the

native structure as the lowest energy among initial decoys for

100% of tested proteins drops to 20% after a longer confor-

mational search.

Among the reasons that the native structure does not cor-

respond to the global minimum of energy for many force

fields and that the correlation between the energy and native

similarity is low, is that during the creation of the force field,

not enough information about the global shape of the energy

landscape is taken into account. Such energy global landscape

sculpting was employed by Zhang et al. (11) for a large set of

decoys and proteins to optimize the weights of the TASSER
force field, which employs a reduced protein model. For both

sets of nonhomologous training and testing proteins, the av-

erage correlation coefficient (CC) of energy and RMSD was

0.69. A similar idea was also employed by Liwo et al. (20,21)

on amuch smaller set of proteins to optimize the parameters of

the coarse-grained UNRES potential for ab initio protein

structure prediction. These ideas were also employed to de-

rive an all-atom force field (ECEPP-5) for the prediction of

the crystal structures of organic molecules (22–24).

In this work, we explored the ability of global parameter

optimization to sculpt a funnel-like landscape for the all-atom

physics-based Amber ff03 (25) potential. For 58 nonhomol-

ogous proteins, we used a large number of decoys generated

with the ff03 force field and optimized the relative weights of

the energy components. We obtained a significant improve-

ment in the correlation of the energy with native-likeness of

the decoys and the ranking of the native structure as the lowest

energy as compared to the original ff03 potential (25). Next,

we showed that by adding an explicit backbone hydrogen-

bond (HB) potential to the ff03 force field followed by global

optimization of the combined potential, we achieved a further

significant improvement in the funnel-like character of the

energy landscape. We also investigated the relative contri-

butions to the ff03 force field (supplemented by the HB po-

tential) by turning off the electrostatic (ELE) and generalized

Born (GB) solvation (26) energy components. The optimized

reduced force field still scored the native structures better than

the original ff03 potential and retained the improved corre-

lation of the energy with native-likeness. Finally, we present

preliminary results for protein decoy refinement using the

optimized force fields and the minimum energy criterion to

choose the best decoy among sampled structures. We ob-

served refinement for 63% of decoy structures (18% of the

decoys got worse, and 19% of the decoys did not change).

METHODS

Benchmarking of the ff03 force field

In this study, we used the same benchmarking protocol as previously de-

scribed in detail for the evaluation of the Amber ff99 force field (2). In short,

we employed a previously prepared (12) comprehensive benchmark protein

set, PDB200, which includes 1489 test proteins and covers the PDB library

(17) with lengths from 41 to 200 residues at 35% sequence identity. From the

set, we randomly selected 58 proteins that satisfy the following criteria: 1),

the structures do not contain large ligands, prosthetic groups, or large mac-

romolecular binding partners necessary for maintaining the fold; and 2), the

structures were obtained by x-ray crystallography. For these 58 proteins

(listed in SupplementaryMaterial, Table S1), we took into consideration both

the native structure and decoy structures of varying native similarity. The

initial set of decoy structures were generated by TASSER (11,12). We chose

50 decoys per protein that span a maximal range of native similarity, and we

constructed an all-atom representation of each decoy using PULCHRA (27).

For the native structure (i.e., the crystallographic structure) and all-atom

decoys, we examined the performance of the ff03 potential (25) that includes

GB and surface area (SA) dependent solvation terms (26,28) in three re-

laxation regimes: I) after minimization with Amber, II) after 200 ps of MD

simulation, and III) after 2 ns ofMD. Because of the very large CPU time cost

of the above benchmarking procedure, we limited our protein set to 58

proteins. Although this protein set does not include all the proteins out of the

PDB200 set that satisfy our criteria, it comprises a good representation of

protein lengths and structural class. To our knowledge, it is the largest protein

set ever benchmarked this extensively using an all-atom force field.

Decoys for force field optimization

To further improve the coverage of conformational space by decoys, we

picked 50 low-energy decoys fromMD trajectories and used them as starting

structures in a thorough conformational search using the atomic-TASSER

(A-TASSER) program. Finally, ;30,000 decoys per protein were collected,

minimized in ff03/GB/SA potential, and used in force field optimization. We

call this decoy set ‘‘Set58’’. In preparing Set58, we required on average a low

correlation of the decoys’ TM-score (29) to the native state with their radius

of gyration to avoid the situation where the correlation is associated only with

bad packing (‘‘swollen’’ decoys). The average CC (CCave) of the TM-score

to the native structure with the radius of gyration for Set58 was 0.40 (thus

most decoys are well packed and compact but not necessarily native struc-

tures). There are six proteins (1ame_, 1em9A, 1a0b_, 1a7xA, 1bm8_, and

1a19A) in Set58 for which the correlation of the TM-score with radius of

gyration was high (Table S1, column ff03). These are included to increase the

diversity of the decoy set and to have some representation of less packed,

‘‘swollen’’ decoys in the set of structures used for parameter optimization.

Conformational search method

To search the conformational space of proteins and generate more decoy

structures, we used our newly developed A-TASSER program. A-TASSER

represents the protein at atomic detail and employs the replica exchange

Monte Carlo (REMC) (30,31) search method with a parallel hyperbolic

sampling (PHS) acceptance criterion (32) to reduce higher energy barriers.

A-TASSER employs three types ofmoves that change only the torsional angles

of themolecule: local ‘‘fixed end’’moves (33), endmoves, and the side-chain

moves (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1). The rotation angle was randomly

chosen within a given amplitude range. We used (�30, 30) and (0, 360) de-

gree rotation amplitude ranges for the end moves and the side-chain torsional

moves, respectively. The ‘‘fixed end’’move rotates a fragment composed of a

few (2–12) residues around the axis connecting the Ca atoms of the residues at

the fragment ends, whereas the rest of the protein remains unchanged.

For each local move, the rotation amplitude is adjusted so that the

backbone valence angles of the end residues of the fragment do not change

beyond the statistical fluctuation range, which is;5� (33). The amplitude of

this motion typically does not exceed 30�. The end moves rotate the free ends

of the molecules and involve one to five residues. The side-chain moves

rotate the side-chain atoms by perturbing one or two randomly chosen tor-

sional angles. The move types and the torsional angles to be perturbed were

also randomly chosen at each step. The bond lengths and valence angles do
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not change during the search (except for the backbone valence angles of the

end residues of the fragment undergoing the ‘‘fixed end’’ move that are al-

lowed to change within the statistical fluctuations seen in native proteins).

Force field optimization method

For each tested potential (described in the section ‘‘Types of the optimized

force fields’’), the energy components, Ei were multiplied by individual

weights, wi (Eq. 1), and the weights were optimized to minimize the target

function, F (Eqs. 2–6).

ETOT ¼ +
i

wiEi; (1)

F ¼ G1 3 G2 3 G3; (2)

G1 ¼ 1� expðA1 3 ðCC� 1ÞÞ; (3)

G2 ¼ 1� 1

11A2 3 x
2; (4)

G3 ¼ 1

11 expðA3 3 Z-scoreÞ; (5)

Z-score ¼ ÆEDecæ� ÆENatæ

ÆE2

Decæ� ÆEDecæ
2

� �1=2: (6)

During minimization of the function F, the componentG1 (Eq. 3) tends to

maximize the linear CC of the total energy, ETOT, with the TM-score (29).

We maximized the CC only for decoys with a TM-score to the native state in

the range 1–0.4 (we remind the reader that structures with a TM-score closer

to 1 are closer to the native state). Structures with a TM-score below 0.4 are

usually far from the native state, and there is no reason to expect a correlation

of energy with native-likeness in this regime. The energies of these structures

are only expected to be higher than the energies of the structures that are

closer to the native state. However, during optimization such a requirement

was not explicitly enforced.

The component G2 minimizes the deviation of the dependence of the

energy versus TM-score from linearity through minimization of chi-square

value x2. G3 maximizes the energy gap between the ensemble of native-like

structures, ÆENatæ (those whose TM-score to the native structure is.0.9) and

nonnative structures, ÆEDecæ, as a function of the Z-score (Eq. 6). The CC, x2,
and the Z-score in the function F are averaged over all proteins in the training

set (described in the next section), and they depend on the weights wi. The

constants A1, A2, and A3 were set to 2, 0.01, and 0.5, respectively, and they

were chosen so that G1, G2, and G3 all change over the same range, from 0

to 1 (or close to 1 in the case ofG1) and have a large gradient for the important

ranges of the CC, Z-score, and x2.

The behavior of G1, G2, and G3 is illustrated in Fig. S2. F possesses

multiple minima in parameter (wi) space. Therefore, we used a global mini-

mization method (34) to find the global minimum of F with respect to the

weights wi. The method is independent of the starting values of the weights

and findsmultiple sets ofweights thatminimize functionF.We used the range

from 0 to 5 for starting values of each weight. From this range, multiple

starting weight values were sampled using the global minimization procedure

(34). The final weights were unrestricted, and they could adopt values from

outside the starting range. For each of 30 training subsets (described in the

next section, ‘‘Training and testing protein sets’’), we ran 10 independent

optimization runs and collected the five lowest minima from all runs per

subset. This way, we obtained 150 (30 3 5) sets of weights for every opti-

mized potential. All 150 sets of weights were tested on the appropriate testing

protein set.

Training and testing protein sets

From Set58, two different sets of 15 proteins were chosen randomly as

training sets (Train1, Train2; Table S1). The remaining 43 proteins with

respect to each of two training sets constitute the testing set (Test1, Test2). To

increase the diversity of the training set, we generated 15 subsets for Train1

and Train2 by the leave-one-out method. Thus, there were 30 (15 3 2)

training subsets that were independently used for force field optimization.

Testing of scoring performance of the optimized
force fields

The energies of decoy structures for the testing and training protein sets were

calculated using the optimized force fields. To assess the scoring ability of

the optimized force fields, we used the following measures: 1), the correla-

tion coefficient of ETOT with TM-score, CC; 2), the average Z-score

(Z-scoreave; Eq. 6); 3), the fraction of proteins with a CC .0.60, CCfr, (we

considered the CC $ 0.60 to be a significant correlation); 4), the fraction of

proteins for which the lowest energy decoy has a TM-score to the native

structure .0.90, TMfr; and 5), the fraction of proteins for which the lowest

energy decoy has an RMSD over Ca atoms from the native structure,2.0 Å,

RMSDfr.

Types of optimized force fields

Three types of the potential energy functions were used to optimize the

weights: 1), the full version of the ff03 Amber potential, supplemented by

GB/SA solvation, Eq. 7,

EFF03 ¼ wDIHEDIH 1wVDWEVDW 1wVDW1�4EVDW1�4

1wELEEELE 1wELE1�4EELE1�4 1wGBEGB 1wSAESA;

(7)

2), the ff03 potential with an explicit HB potential added, Eq. 8,

EFF03=HB ¼ wDIHEDIH 1wVDWEVDW 1wVDW1�4EVDW1�4

1wELEEELE 1wELE1�4EELE1�4 1wGBEGB

1wSAESA 1wHBEHB; (8)

and 3), the ff03 potential with HB but without electrostatic interactions and

GB (by setting the weights for those energy components to zero), Eq. 9,

EFF03=HB=R ¼ wDIHEDIH 1wVDWEVDW 1wVDW1�4EVDW1�4

1wSAESA 1wHBEHB: (9)

Because the sampling method keeps the bonds and valence angles un-

changed, we also set the weights in front of the bond (BOND) and angle

energy (ANG) components to zero.

In Eqs. 7–9, the following abbreviations are used: DIH, dihedral; VDW,

van derWaals; VDW1-4, van derWaals for atom pairs separated by less than

four bonds; ELE, electrostatic; ELE1-4, electrostatic for atoms separated by

less than four bonds; GB, generalized Born (electrostatic component of

solvation, we used the GB parameter set from Onufriev et al. (35)); and SA,

the surface area-dependent term (hydrophobic component of solvation).

The hydrogen-bond potential

We tested two different approaches for the calculation of the HB energy: 1) a

knowledge-based TASSER-like (11,36) HB potential, and 2) the DSSP po-

tential (37). Although the performance in terms of native scoring and energy/

native-likeness correlation of the two potentials is very similar, the DSSP

energy is less computationally expensive. Therefore, the HB potential that

we employed in this study follows theDSSP approach. The HB energy of the

system C-O � � � H-N is calculated according to Eq. 10:

EHB ¼ q1q2ðrðONÞ�1 1 rðCHÞ�1 � rðOHÞ�1

� rðCNÞ�1Þ 3 332; (10)
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where q1 ¼ 0.42e and q2 ¼ 0.20e, where e is the magnitude of the charge of

an electron, (q1, �q1) are point charges on C and O atoms, respectively, (q2,

�q2) are point charges on H and N atoms, respectively, r(AB) is the distance

between atoms A and B in Å, and EHB is the energy in kcal/mol. An HB

occurs when two cutoff criteria are satisfied: 1) the N-O distance is #5.2 Å,

and 2) the calculated energy is ,�0.5 kcal/mol. Therefore, EHB is a step

function; it is calculated according to Eq. 10 when the cutoff criteria are

satisfied, and it is zero otherwise. Only energies for backbone HBs were

calculated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Comparison of scoring performance of the ff03
and ff99 potentials

Similar to our previous study (2), we performed tests of the

ff03 force field in three relaxation regimes: 1), after minimi-

zation with Amber ff03/GBSA; 2), after 200 ps of MD (fol-

lowed by minimization of MD snapshot structures); and 3),

after 2 ns ofMD (followed byminimization of the snapshots).

As in the case of the ff99 force field, we found that the initial

structures, the native and decoys, are in very shallow energy

minima. During the conformational search with MD, much

deeper minima were found nearby, and the true shape of the

potential was revealed only after a long relaxation time. The

most important conclusion from this initial analysis is that

the ff03 force field performs better than the ff99 potential in

terms of scoring the native structure as the lowest in energy

and correlation between energy and native similarity. The CC

for the ff99 force fieldwas only 0.1, whereas for ff03, it is 0.25.

For the ff99 potential, native-like structures are the lowest

energy among the decoys for only 20% of tested proteins. In

the case of ff03, this is true for 48%of proteins, when a similar

criterion for native-likeness is used (RMSDof 2 Å or less from

the experimental structure). Such results are encouraging for

the purpose of force field optimization, and we decided to use

the ff03 potential as our base energy function in all further

calculations. The optimization of the ff03 force field is re-

quired because during the MD simulations using this poten-

tial, 84% of the decoys drifted farther away from the native

structure, and only 16% of the decoys improved their TM-

score to the native state.

Correlation of energy with native-likeness in the
original ff03 force field

For Set58, we calculated the correlation coefficient of ETOT

and each energy component of the original ff03 force field

(Eq. 7) with the TM-score to the native structure. The results

are shown in Table 1 (the HB energy is not present in the

original ff03 force field). The correlation coefficient of ETOT

with TM-score is low: 0.25. Among all the energy compo-

nents, the bond (BOND) and van der Waals (VDW) energies

have a weak correlation with TM-score, with a CC above 0.4,

whereas the remaining energy components have no correla-

tion with native-likeness. Therefore, during optimization, one

would expect the weights of these two components to domi-

nate. Since our conformational search method fixes the bond

lengths and valence angles, the bond and angle energies are

set to zero during optimization. It is very interesting to notice

that the electrostatic interactions (ELE, ELE1-4) and GB

solvation energy are completely uncorrelated with native-

likeness (their CCs with TM-score are close to 0). These in-

teractions appear to be nonspecific in recognizing similarity to

the native structure. Therefore, one could expect relatively

small values of the weights at those energy components

during force field optimization.

There is no reason for the ELE to change monotonically

with native similarity, and the native state does not have to

have lower ELE than the decoys; it will be strongly protein

dependent. For our decoy Set58, on average we do not ob-

serve any correlation of the ELE with native-likeness at any

range of TM-score to the native state (the CCave in all ranges

of TM-score are close to zero). There are only two examples

of proteins with significant correlation (CC . 0.6) or anti-

correlation (CC,�0.6) of the ELE with TM-score. In force

fields, the ‘‘frozen’’ point charge approximation and the

absence of polarization additionally introduce abnormally

large fluctuations of the ELE, even for small changes of lo-

cal geometry. In nature, the changes of electron density are

smoother because large unfavorable electrostatic interactions

in some conformations are quenched by the polarization of

electron density as well as screening by counterions.

The GB solvation energy also has an electrostatic character

and suffers from the same large nonphysical fluctuations as

TABLE 1 The average correlation coefficients CCave and their

standard deviations (SD) of the individual components of the

original Amber ff03 potential with TM-score (rows ETOT–SA)

and the CCave of the DSSP HB with TM-score for representative

protein set (Set58)

Energy component CCave (SD)

ETOT* 0.25 (0.25)

BONDy 0.41 (0.23)

ANGz 0.26 (0.33)

DIH§ �0.22 (0.29)

VDW{ 0.52 (0.25)

VDW1-4k �0.25 (0.23)

ELE** 0.06 (0.30)

ELE1-4yy 0.05 (0.15)

GBzz �0.09 (0.30)

SA§§ 0.36 (0.26)

HB{{ 0.58 (0.18)

*ETOT, total potential energy (Amber, ff031GBSA).
yBOND, bond energy.
zANG, angle energy.
§DIH, dihedral angle energy.
{VDW, van der Waals energy.
kVDW1-4, short distance van der Waals energy (for atom pairs separated by

less than four bonds).

**ELE, electrostatic energy.
yyELE1-4, short distance electrostatic energy (for atom pairs separated by

less than four bonds).
zzGB, generalized Born solvation energy.
§§SA, surface area dependent solvation energy.
{{HB, DSSP hydrogen bond energy (not present in the original ff03 force field).
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the ELE, possibly caused by the point charge approximation.

The solvation energy is usually favorable for extended struc-

tures, and for some proteins it may be weakly anticorrelated

with native similarity, as the structures becomemore compact

and less solvated. For Set58, the average correlation of GB

energy with TM-score is close to zero at each range of TM-

score to the native state, and it is negative and insignificant for

most proteins. Only seven proteins have some noticeable

correlation of GB energy with TM-score, among which five

show a weak anticorrelation (CC , �0.4).

The dihedral energy (DIH) and short-distance VDW inter-

actions on average appear to be weakly anticorrelated with

native-likeness; however, their CC values are practically neg-

ligible. The dihedral energy landscape is almost flat for a wide

range of the native-likeness. However, for the near-native re-

gion (RMSD ,2 Å), there is a noticeable average anticor-

relation of the DIHwith TM-score. There is no physical reason

for the DIH to anticorrelate with native similarity. The DIH

component, due to its anticorrelation with native-likeness,

seems to be a reasonable candidate for improvement to increase

the correlation of the ff03 total energy with native similarity.

Optimized ff03 force field

We applied the optimization procedure, described in the

section ‘‘Force field optimization method’’ to optimize the

weights of the energy components of the ff03 force field,

EFF03 (Eq. 8). We used the training protein decoy sets de-

scribed in the section ‘‘Testing and training protein sets.’’ The

weights of the bond and angle energy components were set

to 0, and the remaining weights were optimized without re-

straints. The results for the best set of weights (Wgt-0) are

presented in Table 2. The optimized force field (column ff03

optimized Wgt-0) has a much higher CCave between the en-

ergy and TM-score compared to the original potential (col-

umn ff03). On average, over the entire Set58 (column Set58),

the CC increased from 0.25 to 0.62 for the original ff03 and

optimized ff03 force fields, respectively. The values of the

CCs of the energy with TM-score for each protein for the

original and optimized ff03 force fields are given in Table S1.

Besides the CC value, we also analyzed the values of the

Z-scoreave (Eq. 6), the CCfr, TMfr, and the RMSDfr described

earlier in the section ‘‘Testing of scoring performance of the

optimized force fields.’’ The more positive the Z-score, the

better the energy separation between the native and nonnative

decoys clusters. The force field optimization improved the

Z-scoreave from 0.16 to 2.30 for the original and optimized

ff03 force fields, respectively. The fraction of proteins with

a significant correlation coefficient, CCfr, also greatly in-

creased: from 0.12 to 0.48 for the original and optimized ff03

force fields, respectively. This means that for ;48% of the

proteins, selecting the lowest energy decoys guarantees that

the decoys are closest to the native structure. TMfr and

RMSDfr describe the ability of a force field to pick the native-

like structure among decoys by an energy criterion (TM-

score.0.90) and to indicate by energy the near-native cluster

(RMSD ,2.0 Å). The TM-score, unlike RMSD, is chain-

length independent, so the two measures cannot be directly

compared; but for our set of proteins and decoys, a TM-score

of 0.9 roughly corresponds to an average RMSD of 1.4 Å.

The TMfr value increased after optimization of the force field

from 0.22 to 0.86, and the RMSDfr increased from 0.48 to

0.89. It is important to notice that the potential optimized on

the training protein set is well transferable to the testing set.

Additional illustration of the performance of the optimized

ff03 potential as compared with the original one is given in

Fig. 1, A–E. Fig. 1 A presents the values of the CC of the

energy versus TM-score for each protein after optimization of

TABLE 2 Comparison of scoring performance of the unoptimized and optimized force fields

Scoring

performance

measures

ff03* ff03/HBy
ff03 optimizedz

Wgt-0

ff03/HB optimized§

Wgt-1

Set58{ Set58{ Traink Test** Set58{ Traink Test** Set58{

CCave
yy 0.25 0.31 0.63 0.61 0.62 0.67 0.64 0.65

Z-scoreave
zz 0.16 0.23 2.65 2.18 2.30 2.59 2.19 2.29

CCfr
§§ 0.12 0.14 0.47 0.49 0.48 0.60 0.65 0.64

TMfr
{{ 0.22 0.26 0.93 0.84 0.86 1.00 0.86 0.90

RMSDfr
kk

0.48 0.55 0.93 0.88 0.89 1.00 0.88 0.91

*Original unoptimized ff03 potential.
yUnoptimized ff03/HB potential (ff03 supplemented by hydrogen bond potential).
zOptimized ff03 potential, weight set Wgt-0.
§Optimized ff03/HB potential (ff03 with added hydrogen bond potential, weight set Wgt-1).
{Set58, the entire set of 58 proteins.
kTrain, training protein set.

**Test, testing protein set.
yyCCave, average correlation coefficient of the energy with TM-score.
zzZ-scoreave, average Z-score between native cluster and the remaining decoys (native cluster is defined by TM-score $0.9).
§§CCfr, fraction of proteins with correlation coefficient of energy with TM score >0.6.
{{TMfr, fraction of proteins for which the lowest energy structure had the TM-score to the native state .0.90.
kkRMSDfr, fraction of proteins for which the lowest energy structure had the RMSD to the native state ,2 Å.
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the force field with respect to the values before optimization.

The CC values improved for most of the proteins (points
above the diagonal) for both the training (open circles) and
testing (black circles) sets. The improvement of the CC is

also shown in Fig. 1 B for different intervals of the CC values,

where the bars represent the percentage of the proteins with

the CC in a given interval. The black bars represent the dis-

tribution after optimization of the force field, and the open

bars represent the distribution before the optimization. There

is a visible shift of the distribution toward the significant

range of the CC values. Fig. 1, C–E, show the values of the

Z-score, TM-score of the lowest energy structure, and the

RMSD of the lowest energy structure, respectively, for each

protein after optimization of the force field with respect to the

values before optimization. The Z-score values increased for

all proteins (Fig. 1 C). The TM-score and the RMSD to the

native structure of the lowest energy decoy improved for the

majority of the proteins (Fig. 1 D, points above the diagonal
for TM-score; Fig. 1 E, points below the diagonal for RMSD).

Influence of explicit hydrogen-bond potential on
the correlation of the energy with native-likeness
and the scoring of the native structure

When the explicit HB potential (Eq. 10) that implicitly

contains the angular dependence of the HB energy is added to

the original ff03 force field (with weight 1), the performance

of the force field improves. In Table 2, columns ff03 and ff03/

HB compare the values of the CCave, the Z-score, CCfr, TMfr,

and RMSDfr for the original ff03 and for the ff03 with the HB

potential included (unoptimized). All the control values im-

prove after adding the HB potential. However, the CCave of

the total energy with TM-score increases from 0.25 to only

0.31, whereas the CCave of the HB energy alone with TM-

score (Table 1, HB) is much larger, 0.58. Therefore, opti-

mization of ff03/HB should allow further improvement in the

accuracy of the force field.

It is important to notice that the DSSP formulation of HB

potential is very similar to the electrostatic potential of in-

teraction between C¼O and N-H groups in the original ff03

force field, with some difference in the point charges on the C,

O, N, and H atoms, and the use of cutoffs in the DSSP po-

tential. The addition of the DSSP-like energy (on top of the

already existing HB description in the ff03 force field) evi-

dently helps in native scoring and improves the ETOT cor-

relation with native similarity. This may reflect either the

ability of the DSSP potential to somehow better score the

correctly oriented hydrogen bonds (due to its cutoffs) or

the problems in the balance between the HB and other energy

components (the HB energy in the original ff03 force field

may be overwhelmed by other dominating energy terms, e.g.,

the remaining electrostatics).

Optimized ff03/HB force field

Optimization greatly improves the accuracy of the combined

ff03/HB force field. The values of the CCs of the energy with

TM-score for each protein for the unoptimized and optimized

ff03/HB force fields are given in Table S1. The optimized

ff03/HB force field (called Wgt-1) also outperforms the op-

FIGURE 1 Comparison of the performance of the optimized ff03 (weight set Wgt-0) and ff03/HB (ff03 with added HB potential, weight set Wgt-1) force

fields for Set58. (A–E) The results for the optimized ff03 potential. (A9–E9) the results for the optimized ff03/HB potential. (A, A9) CCs of the energy with

TM-score to the native structure after optimization with respect to the values before optimization. (B, B9) Distribution of CCs of the energy with TM-score to

the native structure before (open bars) and after (black bars) optimization of the force fields. (C, C9) Z-score after optimization with respect to the values before

optimization. (D,D9) TM-score to the native state of the lowest energy decoy after optimization with respect to the values before optimization. (E, E9) Ca atom

RMSD to the native state of the lowest energy decoy after optimization with respect to the values before optimization. (Open circles) Results for the training
protein set. (Black circles) Results for the testing protein set.
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timized ff03 potential (Table 2). The CCave for the optimized

ff03/HB Wgt-1 potential is higher than that for the ff03 op-

timized potential (0.65 compared to 0.62; Table 2, column

Set58). The fraction of proteins with a significant CC in-

creased from 0.48 to 0.64, and the recognition of the native-

like structure (TMfr) and native cluster (RMSDfr) is also

better: 0.90 compared to 0.86 and 0.91 compared to 0.89,

respectively. Fig. 1, A9–E9, show a graphic representation of

the performance of the optimized ff03/HB Wgt-1 force field.

Fig. 1 A9 presents the values of CC of the energy versus TM-

score for each protein after optimization of the force field with

respect to the values before optimization.

The CC improved for almost all the proteins, and the im-

provement is on average larger than that for the optimized ff03

FIGURE 2 Scatter plots of the energy versus

TM-score for decoy structures for the original

unoptimized ff03 force field (ff03, weight set

Wgt-0) and optimized ff03/HB potential (ff03/HB

opt, weight set Wgt-1). CC-energy/TM-score cor-

relation coefficient.
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force field. Also, the distribution of the CC moved toward

larger values, significantly more than for the optimized ff03

force field (compare Fig. 1 B9 with Fig. 1 B). The Z-score

improved for all the proteins (Fig. 1 C9), and the TM-score

(Fig. 1 D9) and RMSD (Fig. 1 E9) to the native state of the

lowest energy structure improved for the great majority of the

proteins. For additional illustration, in Fig. 2, A–D, we show
examples of the plots of energy versus TM-score for the

original ff03 (unoptimized) potential and the optimized ff03/

HB Wgt-1 potential. Fig. 2, A–C, illustrates the average im-

provement of the CC, and Fig. 2D shows an example of a very

large improvement of the CC.

These results show the importance of an accurate HB

scheme for improving the correlation of the energy with

native-likeness of protein decoys. The increase of the relative

weight of hydrogen bond potential in the force field opti-

mization process may indicate that this potential in the orig-

inal ff03 force field may be dominated by other energy

components, and it is relatively too small (i.e., other energy

components may be too large). Hydrogen bonding was pre-

viously shown to be a necessary requirement for the genera-

tion of protein-like structures (38). The HB potential that

contains an angular dependence of the HB energy is sensitive

to small changes of the angular orientation of the atoms that

form a hydrogen bond. This is reflected in the continuous

increase of the energy of the structures as their hydrogen

bonding deviates from the perfect pattern and the good cor-

relation of HB energy with native-likeness, even in the region

close to the native structure.Many well-packed, but misfolded

structures with distorted hydrogen bonding become higher in

energy. Such a potential can help to recognize misfolded

structures among well-packed decoys that are sometimes dif-

ficult to distinguish by van der Waals energy alone.

As in the case of the optimized pure ff03 potential, the

optimized ff03/HB shows good transferability between the

training (Train) and testing (Test) protein sets (Table 2, ff03/

HB optimized Wgt-1).

Weights for optimized ff03/HB force field

Among many sets of weights obtained during the optimiza-

tion procedure that minimize the target functionF in Eq. 2, the

best performance in decoy scoring showed the sets with some

of the weights negative for both the ff03 (Table 3, Wgt-0) and

ff03/HB (Table 3, Wgt-1) force fields. The performance of

these weight sets was discussed above. In the best weight set

for the ff03/HB potential (Table 3, Wgt-1), the VDW, short-

distance VDW, and HB energies have positive and relatively

large weights. The remaining weights, of the DIH, electro-

static (ELE, ELE1-4), GB solvation, and SA energy terms, are

negative. The occurrence of the negative weights for these

terms indicates that they are not individually useful in gen-

erating a funnel-like shape of the potential. By assigning

negative, nonphysical weights, the optimization procedure

creates a linear combination of the energy terms that has larger

correlation with native-likeness than do the individual com-

ponents.

Although there is no reason for any energy component

alone to have a correlation with native-likeness and although

this correlation is expected for the total energy, analysis of

such individual correlations can help us to interpret the

meaning of the weights in the optimized potential. In the case

of the DIH, the negative weight most likely reflects its initial

anticorrelation with TM-score (Table 1, DIH) (discussed

earlier in the section ‘‘Correlation of energy with native-

likeness in the original ff03 force field’’). The weak anti-

correlation of the DIH reflects distortion of the backbone

torsional angles in the ff03 force field from their experimental

values, especially for near-native conformations.

The electrostatic (ELE, ELE1-4) and GB energies are

completely uncorrelated with TM-score, and their weights are

relatively small. Therefore, the negative sign of the weights

for these energy components does not introduce an unphysical

TABLE 3 Relative weights of energy components for the

optimized force fields

ff03 optimized* ff03/HB optimizedy
ff03/HB reduced

optimizedz
Energy

Component Wgt-0§ Wgt-1§ Wgt-2{ Wgt-3k Wgt-R{

BOND** 0 0 0 0 0

ANGyy 0 0 0 0 0

DIHzz �1.25 �1.17 �0.32 0.28 �0.42

VDW§§ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

VDW1-4{{ 1.04 0.88 0.56 0.56 4.33

ELEkk �0.27 �0.40 �0.25 0.03 0

ELE1-4*** �0.16 �0.23 �0.22 0.17 0

GByyy �0.22 �0.23 �0.14 0.18 0

SAzzz �0.51 �2.07 0.14 3.39 0.51

HB§§§ 0 6.25 1.32 2.56 4.26

All weights were scaled so that the weight for VDW energy ¼ 1 for easier

comparison.

*Optimized original ff03 force field.
yOptimized ff03/HB force field (ff03 with added hydrogen bond potential).
zOptimized reduced ff03/HB force field (ff03 with added hydrogen bond

potential, and with electrostatic (ELE and ELE1-4) and generalized Born

solvation (GB) energy components turned off).
§Wgt-0 and Wgt-1, the best weight set for ff03 and ff03/HB potentials

respectively (no restriction on the sign of the weights).
{Wgt-2 and Wgt-R, the weight sets with allowed negative weights for

dihedral (DIH), and for {Wgt-2 also electrostatic (ELE, ELE1-4), and

generalized Born solvation (GB) energies.
kWgt-3, the weight set with all the weights positive.

**BOND, bond energy.
yyANG, angle energy.
zzDIH, dihedral angle energy.
§§VDW, van der Waals energy.
{{VDW1-4, short distance van der Waals energy (for atom pairs separated

by less than four bonds).
kkELE, electrostatic energy.

***ELE1-4, short distance electrostatic energy (for atom pairs separated by

less than four bonds).
yyyGB, generalized Born solvation energy.
zzzSA, surface area dependent solvation energy.
§§§HB, hydrogen bond energy.
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dependence of these terms on native-likeness—they remain

uncorrelated and small. As expected, the weights of the en-

ergy terms that had initial low CC (ELE, ELE1-4, GB) are

relatively smaller than theweights of the terms showing larger

initial correlation of energy with TM-score (VDW, SA, HB,

VDW1-4, and DIH).

The negative weight for the SA energy (Tables 1 and 3) is

partly an artifact of the optimization procedure and reflects the

fact that the average correlation of the SA energy with TM-

score is weak for our decoy set (CC ¼ 0.36). The SA energy

landscape is flat for a wide range of native similarity up to an

RMSD from native .8 Å, reflecting the low dependence of

our decoy set on the radius of gyration and the compactness

of the decoys. Only in the near-native region does the SAhave

a noticeable correlation with TM-score. The values of the SA

energy are smaller than other energy components (roughly

two orders of magnitude smaller than the ELE), and assigning

it a negative weight probably helps to balance some defi-

ciencies of the correlation of the other energy terms. For a

physical potential, we require a positive weight for the SA

energy term, since it represents the hydrophobic energy, and it

should energetically favor the transition from the unfolded

conformation to a more globular one, not the opposite. In-

cluding more unfolded decoys in the force field optimization

process should help to obtain a positive weight for the SA-

dependent energy term.

Although the linear combinations of the components with

some negative weights may produce a potential that correctly

scores compact decoy structures, such a potential may not be

useful for applications associated with the generation of the

new structures (e.g., the refinement of the protein decoys).

The most important future goal is to use the optimized force

field for the refinement of proteinmodels. For this purpose,we

need a potential with the smallest number of negative weights

but which still performs very well in decoy scoring with a

good energy/native-likeness correlation. Restricting more

weights to positive values decreases the performance of the

potential; therefore we chose the weight set that is a com-

promise between the number of negative weights and the

performance, set ff03/HB Wgt-2, and we compared its per-

formance with the best unrestricted ff03/HBWgt-1 set (Table

4). Set Wgt-2 is the best performing weight set under the re-

quirement that the weights of the VDW, short-distance VDW

(VDW1-4), SA, and HB energies are positive (Table 3, Wgt-

2). The negative weights for the ELE, ELE1-4, and GB sol-

vation have no physical meaning, because these energy

components are uncorrelated with native-likeness and their

relative weights are small.

We also allowed small negative values of the weights for

the dihedral angle energy, because this energy is weakly an-

ticorrelated with native-likeness and can be partially com-

pensated for by long- and short-distance VDW interactions.

As shown in Table 4, the performance of the Wgt-2 set is

slightly worse than that of the Wgt-1 set; however, it is still

significantly better than that of the unoptimized force field

(Table 2, ff03/HB). The CCave between the energy and TM-

score is 0.61, the CCfr is 0.54, and the ability to indicate the

native-like structure (TMfr) and native cluster (RMSDfr) re-

mains very high: above 0.90. These results mean that using

the ff03/HB Wgt-2 potential should allow the refinement of

decoy structures for ;54% of proteins.

We also analyzed the performance of the force field with

only positive weights. The best potential with all the weights

positive, ff03/HBWgt-3, performs slightly worse than do the

Wgt-1 and Wgt-2 potentials (Table 4, column Wgt-3). The

CCave between the energy and TM-score is 0.57, CCfr is 0.47,

and the ability to indicate the native-like structure (TMfr) and

native cluster (RMSDfr) is still good: above 0.70. These re-

sults mean that using the ff03/HB Wgt-3 potential should

allow the refinement of decoy structures for ;47% of pro-

teins. The weights for this potential are listed in Table 3,

Wgt-3.

Comparison of the performance of the Wgt-1, Wgt-2, and

Wgt-3 potentials is shown in Fig. S3. The CC is still improved

for the great majority of proteins, and the CC distribution is

shifted toward the significant values for both Wgt-2 (Fig. S3,

A9 andB9) andWgt-3 (Fig. S3,A$ andB$), comparedwith the

unoptimized ff03/HB potential. The Z-score improved and is

positive for all the proteins for both sets (Fig. S3, C9 and C$).
The scoring of the native structure and of the native cluster for

theWgt-2 is as good as for theWgt-1 (Fig. S3,D9 and E9) and
becomes a bit worse for Wgt-3 (Fig. S3, D$ and E$).

Reduced optimized ff03/HB force field

As discussed in previous sections, the electrostatic and GB

energy terms have a very low correlation with the TM-score

and do not show specificity in recognizing the native struc-

ture. The magnitude of the electrostatic and GB solvation

energies is larger than that of the other energy components

(roughly by an order of magnitude) and introduces a noisy

uncorrelated background. During optimization, the weights

of these terms tend to decrease, resulting in the decrease of

the background noise and increase of the relative contribution

to the total potential of the remaining energy terms. For the

purpose of protein structure refinement, which is our ultimate

future goal, it may be reasonable to turn off the electrostatics

and GB solvation energy. These components do not help

drive the structure toward the native state, and they are the

most time consuming to calculate.

Following these arguments, we optimized the ff03/HB

force fields with the weights set to zero for the ELE, short-

distance electrostatic (ELE1-4), and GB components of en-

ergy. As previously, the weights for BOND and ANG were

also set to zero. The optimization procedure was the same as

described in the section ‘‘Force field optimization method’’.

We chose the best performing weight set, Wgt-R (Table 3)

with the requirement for positive weights for the VDW,

VDW1-4, SA, and HB energy terms, allowing the DIH to

have small negative weight. In Table 5, we compare the
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performance of the reduced ff03/HB (Wgt-R) potential with

the full ff03/HB (Wgt-2) force field, optimized under similar

restrictions of positive weights for VDW, VDW1-4, SA, and

HB energy terms. For the Wgt-R, there is a slight decrease of

performance compared to Wgt-2, visible in the change of

CCave from0.61 to 0.58, the decrease of the CCfr from 0.54 for

optimized ff03/HB to 0.43, and slightly worse recognition of

the native-like structure (TMfr) and native cluster (RMSDfr).

Comparison of the performance of the Wgt-2 and Wgt-R is

shown in Fig. S4. Restricting weights to only positive values

does not change the results significantly (results not shown).

The reduced force field should be able to refine structures

for 43% of the proteins and to find the native structure by

energy criterion for over 70% of the proteins, and it is less

computationally demanding than the full potential. With

electrostatics and GB solvation energies turned off, the

dominating weights are those for the short-distance van der

Waals (VDW1-4) and HB energies (Table 3, Wgt-R).

Refinement of protein decoy structures using
optimized force fields

One important application of the optimized force field is the

scoring of protein decoy structures and the selection by energy

of the structure closest to the native. We demonstrated in this

work that the optimized physics-based force field shows

TABLE 5 Comparison of scoring performance of the ff03/HB-optimized and ff03/HB-reduced optimized force fields

ff03/HB optimized*

Wgt-2

ff03/HB reducedy

optimized Wgt-R
Scoring performance

measures Trainz Test§ Set58{ Trainz Test§ Set58{

CCk
ave 0.65 0.59 0.61 0.58 0.58 0.58

Z-score��ave 2.49 1.86 2.02 1.69 1.51 1.56

CCyy
fr 0.73 0.47 0.54 0.53 0.40 0.43

TMzz
fr 1.00 0.86 0.90 0.67 0.72 0.71

RMSDfr
§§ 1.00 0.88 0.91 0.73 0.88 0.84

Both potentials were optimized under similar conditions, allowing a negative weight at the DIH. In Wgt-2, the electrostatic (ELE and ELE1-4) and GB energies

also had negative weights, and in Wgt-R the corresponding weights are set to zero.

*Optimized ff03/HB potential, Wgt-2.
yOptimized ff03/HB reduced potential, Wgt-R (with electrostatic (ELE and ELE1-4) and generalized Born solvation (GB) energy components turned off).
zTrain, training protein set.
§Test, testing protein set.
{Set58, entire set of 58 proteins.
kCCave, average correlation coefficient of the energy with TM-score.

**Z-scoreave, average Z-score between native cluster and the remaining decoys.
yyCCfr, fraction of proteins with correlation coefficient of energy with TM score .0.6.
zzTMfr, fraction of proteins for which the lowest energy structure had the TM-score to the native state .0.90.
§§RMSDfr, fraction of proteins for which the lowest energy structure had the RMSD to the native state ,2 Å.

TABLE 4 Comparison of scoring performance of the ff03/HB-optimized force fields with different weight sets

Wgt-1* Wgt-2y Wgt-3z
Scoring performance

measures Train§ Test{ Set58k Train§ Test{ Set58k Train§ Test{ Set58k

CC��
ave 0.67 0.64 0.65 0.65 0.59 0.61 0.62 0.55 0.57

Z-scoreyyave 2.59 2.19 2.29 2.49 1.86 2.02 2.12 1.49 1.65

CCzz
fr 0.60 0.65 0.64 0.73 0.47 0.54 0.60 0.42 0.47

TMfr
§§ 1.00 0.86 0.90 1.00 0.86 0.90 0.73 0.72 0.72

RMSDfr
{{

1.00 0.88 0.91 1.00 0.88 0.91 0.80 0.79 0.79

*Wgt-1, the best weight set (no restriction on the sign of the weights).
yWgt-2, the weight set with allowed negative weights for dihedral (DIH), electrostatic (ELE, ELE1-4), and generalized Born solvation (GB) energies.
zWgt-3, the weight set with all the weights positive.
§Train, training protein set.
{Test, testing protein set.
kSet58, the entire set of 58 proteins.

**CCave, average correlation coefficient of the energy with TM-score.
yyZ-scoreave, average Z-score between native cluster and the remaining decoys.
zzCCfr, fraction of proteins with correlation coefficient of energy with TM score .0.6.
§§TMfr, fraction of proteins for which the lowest energy structure had the TM-score to the native state .0.90.
{{RMSDfr, fraction of proteins for which the lowest energy structure had the RMSD to the native state ,2 Å.
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reasonable progress toward addressing these goals. Another

goal, more complicated to achieve, is to refine protein decoy

structures using the optimized force field, i.e., to bring them

closer to the native state. We conducted preliminary tests of

the optimized force fields in protein decoy refinement, using

the REMC procedure described in the section ‘‘Conforma-

tional search method’’. For seven proteins (in the range of

55–77 residues that are b and a/b proteins, chosen randomly

from the test set) (Table 6), we picked 100 decoy structures

per protein from our optimization decoy set; so they span a

wide range of TM-score (0.2–1) to the native structure. For

each decoy, we performed 300 swaps between replicas and

200 steps of PHS between each swap. Then, the lowest energy

structure from each decoy trajectory was compared with the

starting decoy structure.

The results of the refinement for all seven proteins, obtained

with the reduced ff03/HB force field, Wgt-R, are presented in

Fig. 3,A (TM-score) andB (RMSD). The circles represent the

TM-score (RMSD) to the native structure of the lowest energy

decoy from each refinement trajectorywith respect to the TM-

score (RMSD) of the starting decoy. We define refinement as

an improvement of the TM-score (RMSD) to the native state.

The structure refines for the majority of the decoys (63%

improve, 19% do not change, and 18% get worse, when the

TM-score is used, and 67% improve, 2% do not change, and

31% get worse, when the RMSD is used). For 16% of the

structures, the improvement is .0.05 in TM-score units (for

13% of structures the improvement is .0.5 Å RMSD). The

largest refinement, measured as a TM-score increase, was for

1c6vX, a b protein, which improved from a TM-score of

0.44–0.61 and from a RMSD of 4.32–2.77 Å to the native

structure (Fig. 4).

The energy of the decoys after refinement shows a good

correlationwith native-likeness formost proteins; an example

of the energy versus TM-score (RMSD) plot is given in Fig. 3

C (D), for 1c6vX. We also ran the conformational search

starting from the native structure of each protein. After the

refinement, the lowest energy structure from the combined

100 trajectories of decoys and the trajectory of the native

structure is within an ;2 Å RMSD to the native structure

FIGURE 3 Results of the refinement of decoy

structures (100 decoys per protein, seven proteins,

weight set Wgt-R). (A) The TM-score to the native

structure of the lowest energy decoy after refinement

with respect to the TM-score of the initial structure

for each refinement trajectory. (B) the Ca atom

RMSD to the native structure of the lowest energy

decoy after refinement with respect to the RMSD of

the initial structure for each refinement trajectory.

(C) Example (for 1c6vX) of the energy versus TM-

score cloud obtained during refinement. (D) Exam-

ple (for 1c6vX) of the energy versus RMSD cloud

obtained during refinement.

TABLE 6 The TM-score and RMSD to the native structure of

the lowest energy decoy after refinement of the native and

protein decoy structures

PDB ID

Number of

amino acids

Secondary

structure TM-score* RMSD [Å]y

1fccC 56 a/b 0.95 0.61

1cskA 58 b 0.76 2.80

1c9oA 66 b 0.83 1.72

1ctf 68 a/b 0.98 0.44

1c6vX 55 b 0.83 2.06

1bxyA 60 a/b 0.96 0.54

1c1yB 77 a/b 0.81 2.03

The ff03/HB-reduced optimized potential with Wgt-R weight set was used

for refinement of the native and decoy structures. *The TM-score to the

native structure over Ca atoms of the lowest energy decoy obtained during

refinement of the set of decoy structures; ythe RMSD to the native structure

over Ca atoms of the lowest energy decoy obtained during refinement of

the set of decoy structures (in angstroms).
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(TM-score .0.80) for most proteins (Table 6). Only for

1cskA does the lowest energy structure have an RMSD of 2.8

Å from native (TM-score ¼ 0.76). We consider these refine-

ment results very promising, and we are currently testing our

optimized force fields and refinement method on a large set

of proteins, A. Jagielska, L. Wroblewska, and J. Skolnick,

unpublished.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we explored the applicability of the global op-

timization method based on a large set of protein decoy

structures for many proteins to generate a funnel shape of the

energy to the native structure for an Amber ff03 based, all-

atom potential. Such potentials should enable the refinement

of decoy structures toward the native state. We demonstrated

that by including global energetic and structural data for a

large set of protein decoy structures and by optimizing the

relative weights of energy components of physics-based all-

atom potential, it is possible to significantly improve the

correlation of the energy with native-likeness and scoring of

the native structure as the lowest in energy. Using such an

approach to optimize the ff03/HB force field (the original

Amber ff03 force field with an added explicit HB potential),

we improved the CCave of the energy with TM-score from

0.25 (for the original ff03 potential) to 0.65, and the scoring of

the native structure as the lowest in energy from 22% (for the

original ff03 potential) to 90%of proteins, for a representative

Set58. Reaching an average correlation of 0.69 of energywith

TM-score for the TASSER coarse-grained potential, devel-

oped earlier in our laboratory, allowed systematic refinement

of the reduced protein models (11). This gives us a reason to

expect that our optimized atomic potentials having a similar

average energy-TM score correlation will show systematic

refinement ability.

We also showed that the DSSP (37) hydrogen bond po-

tential that implicitly contains the angular dependence of the

HB energy can significantly improve the correlation of the

energy with native-likeness and the recognition of the native

structure as the global energy minimum.

For a large protein decoy sample, we observed that the

electrostatic and GB solvation energy components are un-

correlated with native similarity and do not show any speci-

ficity in recognizing the native state. The behavior of the

electrostatic energywith native-likeness is protein dependent,

and there is no reason for the electrostatics to change mono-

tonically with native similarity. In force fields, the ‘‘frozen’’

point charge approximation and absence of polarization

additionally introduces unnaturally large fluctuations of the

ELE, even for small changes of local geometry. The GB

solvation energy also has an electrostatic character and suffers

from the same large nonphysical fluctuations as the electro-

statics, caused by the point charge approximation. The sol-

vation energy is usually favorable for extended structures and

for some proteins is weakly anticorrelated with native simi-

larity, as structure becomes more compact and less solvated.

The electrostatic and GB solvation energy comprise a noisy

uncorrelated background to the other energy components. As

a result of optimization, the weights of these energy compo-

nents decrease, suggesting the limited role of electrostatic

energy and the electrostatic component of solvation in di-

recting the already approximately assembled structure toward

the native state. In contrast, a stronger initial correlation of

energy with native-likeness is observed for the van der Waals

and the hydrogen bond energy. The weights of these energy

components become relatively larger after force field opti-

mization.

The dihedral energy appears to be weakly anticorrelated

with native-likeness, which results in a negative, but small

weight of this energy term in some of our optimized poten-

tials. There is no physical reason for the dihedral energy to

anticorrelate with native similarity. The source of the ob-

served anticorrelation can be either some inaccuracy of the

dihedral parameters or some imbalance of the relative mag-

nitude of the energy components in the ff03 force field. This

observation suggests that the DIH term may require further

reoptimization. We also observed earlier (38) the tendency of

the ff03 force field to distort the dihedral angles from their gas

phase equilibrium values for short helices and strands of

polypeptides (from the quantum mechanical calculations).

However these results may be partly justified as the dihedral

parameters of the ff03 force field were developed in the

condensed phase, not in the gas phase.

Since the ELE, ELE1-4, and GB solvation energy com-

ponents acquire small weights during optimization, we ex-

plored the use of a reduced potential with the electrostatic and

GB solvation terms turned off. The scoring performance of

the optimized reduced ff03/HB force field (Wgt-R) is worse

than the performance of the optimized full ff03/HB (Wgt-1)

by 5% for the CCave of energy with TM-score, 20% for the

fraction of proteins with a significant correlation coefficient,

CCfr, and 21% for the proteins for which the native-like

structure has the lowest energy, TMfr. Therefore, the loss of

performance of the optimized reduced potential compared to

the fully optimized ff03/HB force field is not very large, and

for 43% of proteins the correlation coefficient of energy with

TM-score is larger than 0.60, allowing correct decoy scoring.

FIGURE 4 Example of starting and refined decoy (red) for 1c6vX,

superimposed with the native structure (blue).
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The reduced optimized potential is significantly better than

the fully unoptimized ff03 and ff03/HB force fields.

The ultimate goal of global optimization of the force fields

is not only the correct scoring of protein decoys but also the

refinement of structures closer to the native state. In the initial

test of the optimized force field in protein structure refinement

(seven proteins, 100 decoys per protein, ff03/HB Wgt-R re-

duced potential), we obtained an improvement in the structure

for 63% of cases, with 16% showing improvements .0.05

in TM-score (13% showing improvements in RMSD.0.5 Å)

to the native structure. The largest observed refinement,

measured as an increase of the TM-score, was from 0.44 to

0.61 TM-score to the native structure (the RMSD decreased

from 4.32 to 2.77 Å). These results are promising and high-

light the need for testing the optimized force fields in refine-

ment tests on a much larger set of proteins.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

To view all of the supplemental files associated with this

article, visit www.biophysj.org.
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